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This paper presents reactive state-to-stateJ50 probabilities for the title system as obtained in a
four-mathematical-dimensional quantum mechanical treatment. The present treatment differs from
our previous one by the fact that in addition to the three Jacobi radial coordinates also the angular
coordinate related to the H2 axis is treated as coordinates. As a result only the Jacobi angle related
to the OH axis is treated as a parameter and the final probabilities follow from an integration over
this angle ~the out-of-plane angle,b, is eliminated by using ab-averaged potential!. The
calculations yielded final rotational and vibrational distributions that were analyzed and discussed
with respect to more accurate~i.e., five- and six-mathematical-dimensional! results. © 1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02133-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intensive quantum mechanical studies of reactive te
atomic systems have been going on for the last seven ye
Although several available techniques were improved s
nificantly for this purpose and although means of compu
tions have advanced dramatically during this period, no
curate reactive cross sections, not even state-selected
are available. This situation is not likely to improve signi
cantly in the near future for a general tetra-atomic syste
not to mention other polyatomic systems. The most that
been achieved are six-mathematical-dimensional~6MD!
treatments either forJ501 or state-selected cross section2

calculated employing the coupled-states approximation.3

This paper is a link in a series of papers4–9 in which we
examined various approximations for obtaining reliab
quantum mechanical~QM! reactive ~exchange! cross sec-
tions for tetra-atomic systems. So far, most of our appro
mate calculations were based on three-mathemat
dimensional~3MD! treatments in which the three Jaco
radial coordinates are treated as variables and the thre
cobi angular coordinates as parameters. The final th
dimensional probabilities~and cross sections! were obtained
following a Monte Carlo integration over the angular coo
dinates. The extent of success of this model is not clear
far, five reactions have been studied: three diatom–dia
reactions and two atom–triatom reactions. Out of the th
diatom–diatom reactions only the H21OH reaction could be
really tested by comparing the 3MD results with more ac
rate ones. In our first 3MD study~published in Ref. 5 and
labeled as reaction I! state-to-statecross sections were ca

a!IMS visiting Professor. Permanent address: Department of Physics
Applied Mathematics, Soreq NRC, Yavne, 81800, Israel.
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culated but it was found later that thetotal cross section was
about two times larger as compared to a total cross sec
obtained from a nonreactive five-mathematical-dimensio
~5MD! coupled-states calculation.10 Later, in a nonreactive
calculation we obtained state-selected reactive cr
sections8,9 which were in qualitative agreement with th
5MD coupled-states results but, still sometimes, devia
significantly from them. Recently, we completed a third n
merical study in which four-mathematical-dimension
~4MD! coupled-state, state-selected reactive cross sect
were computed and in this case a quantitative agreement
achieved, at last.9 It is interesting to mention that 3MD cros
sections that we calculated some time ago8 for the H1H2O
reaction ~the reverse reaction! were recently reproduced
quantitatively by Zhang and Light in a 6MD coupled-stat
calculation.2 Both calculations were based on nonreact
approaches employing negative imaginary potentials~NIPs!.

In the present paper we consider again the H21OH re-
action with the aim of calculatingstate-to-state4MD J50
probabilities for the reactions:

H2~v150,j 150!1OH~v250!→H1H2O~v j̄ v8K !, ~I!

where v i ; i 51,2 are vibrational quantum numbers of th
two diatomics,j 1 is the rotational quantum number of the H2

molecule, andv, j̄ , v8, andK are, respectively, the asym
metric, bending, symmetric, and~overall! rotational quantum
numbers. In the following (v, j̄ ,v8) will be termed vibra-
tional states.

The calculations are carried out on the Walch
Dunning–Schatz–Elgersma potential energy surface11 as
modified by Clary.12

The paper is organized in the following way: In Sec.
we summarize the main theoretical aspects related to
theory behind the numerical treatment. In Sec. III we g

nd
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3522 Henrik, Baer, and Nakamura: H21OH→H2O1H reaction
various numerical details concerning the calculations.
sults and discussions are presented in Secs. IV and V, res
tively, and concluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The theory which stands behind the numerical study w
presented by us several times for both the triatom and
tetra-atom systems. Here, we shall mainly concentrate
those aspects related to the tetra-atom system and differ
what was described in reaction I. Other details are added
for completeness.

As described in reaction I~see also, Ref. 13! our ap-
proach is based on solving three different Schro¨dinger equa-
tions ~Ses!. Two of them are

~E2Ha!c ta
50, a5l,n, ~1!

where c ta
; a5l,n are the unperturbed~asymptotic! solu-

tions in thel andy arrangement channels~ACs! of the un-
perturbed ~elastic! Hamiltonians Ha ; a5l,n. Here, l
stands for the reagents AC andy for the products one andta ;
a5l,n represent sets of quantum numbers that describ
given state in ana AC. The third equation is for the per
turbed part x t0l

of the total wave functionC t0l
(5x t0l

1c t0l
) and it can be shown to be of the form

~E2H !x t0l
5Vlc t0l

. ~2!

Here, H is the total Hamiltonian andVl(5H2Hl) is
the perturbation potential in thel AC. In the actual calcula-
tions, H is replaced byH1 , which is similar toH but also
contains the required negative imaginary potentials~NIPs! to
form absorbing boundary conditions. Throughout the pres
study we used the Neuhauser–Baer linear ramp NIP give
the form14

Ul~x!5H 2 iU lx

x2x0

Dx
, x0<x<x01Dx

0, otherwise

, ~3!

where Ulx , the height of the NIP, andDx, its width, are
chosen in such a way to ensure that reflection will be ne
gibly small and the absorption complete; the value ofx0 is
located far away enough to ensure that the NIP does
interfere in the processes taking place in the strong inte
tion region.

Next we introduce the expression used to calculate
S-matrix element for the transitionta←t0l

S~ ta←t0l!5~d tlt0l
dla2 i ^c ta

uVauC t0l
&!exp~ iw ta

!.
~4!

Here, thed’s are Kronecker’s delta functions,Va is the per-
turbation in thea AC, and w ta

; a5l,n are elastic phase
shifts related toc ta

; a5l,n, respectively.
The present treatment differs in several respects from

one reported in reaction I. The main difference is in the w
Eq. ~1! for a5l and Eq.~2! are solved~the two are solved
in the reagents AC!. In the previous treatment they wer
solved employing 3MD Hamiltonians with the translation
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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coordinateRl and the two vibrational coordinatesr 1 ~the
H–H distance! and r 2 ~the OH distance! being the variables
and the three angular coordinates (g1 ,g2 ,b) were held fixed
and served as parameters of the calculations. Hereg i ; i
51,2 are defined asg i5( r̂ 1R̂l) and b is the out-of-plane
angle@see Fig. 1~a!#. The final full 3D results were obtaine
following a Monte Carlo integration over (g1 ,g2 ,b).

In the present case the angleg1 is treated as a coordinat
and consequently the numerical treatment becomes a 4
treatment. As for the dependence onb it will be eliminated
by employing ab-averaged potential energy surface~PES!
but the angleg2 will be left as a parameter and the final 3
probabilities will be obtained following an averaging ov
g2 . Among other things, we shall also present a fewg2

reaction probabilities to get more insight into the exchan
process.

Following the above remarks the (J50) Hamiltonian to
be considered is

H52
1

2m1lr 1

]2

]r 1
2 r 12

1

2m2lr 2

]2

]r 2
2 r 2

2
1

2mlRl

]2

]Rl
2 Rl1

1

2
j1
2S 1

m1lr 1
2 1

1

mlRl
2D

1U! ~Rlr 1r 2g1ug2!, ~5!

FIG. 1. The Jacobi coordinates for the tetra-atom system:~a! Reagents
~diatom–diatom! coordinates;~b! products~atom–triatom! coordinates.
o. 9, 1 September 1997
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3523Henrik, Baer, and Nakamura: H21OH→H2O1H reaction
where j1 is the H2 angular momentum operator,
U! (Rlr 1r 2g1ug2) is theb-averaged PES and the variousm’s
stand for the respective reduced masses~see reaction I!. In
Eq. ~5! it was assumed thatj 250.

As for the products AC, essentially no significa
changes were made compared to the treatment in reacti
Still a few words have to said aboutc t0n

which, within the
coupled-states approximation, is presented in the form:

c0n~rrRnu̇dgun j̄ n8KVKJVn!

5
1

rrRn
f0n~rruun j̄ n8KVK!

3z0n~Rnun j̄ n8KVKJVn!dVKVn

K ~g!, ~6!

where dVKVn

K (g) is an element of the rotation matrix wit

respect to theRl axis andf0n(rruun j̄ n8KVK) is an eigen-
function of the water molecule as obtained from the coup
states eigen-equation

H 2
1

2m

]2

]r 22
1

2m

]2

]r2 1
j 2

2 S 1

mr2 1
1

mr2D
1

@K~K11!22VK#

2mr3 J f0n~rruun j̄ n8KVK!

1~n~rru!2e~n j̄ n8KVK!!f0n~rruun j̄ n8KVK!50 ~7!

and z0n(Rnun j̄ n8KVKJVn) is the corresponding transla
tional function which is a solution of

H 2
1

2mn

]2

]n
2 1wn~Rn!1

J~J11!1K~K11!22Vn
2

2mnRn
2

2
1

2mn
k2~n j̄ n8KVK!J z0n~Rnun j̄ n8KVKJVn!50. ~8!

Here, n(rru) is the potential of the water molecule
e(n j̄ n8KVK) are eigenvalues of Eq.~7!, k(n j̄ n8KVK) is the
corresponding wave vector,wn(Rn) is the translational un-
perturbed~distortion! potential, andm, m, and ml are the
relevant reduced masses. It should be mentioned that the
Wn(rruRn)5n(rru)1wn(Rn) is the unperturbed potentia
in the n AC.

Since then AC is presented in terms of a different set
Jacobi coordinates@see Fig. 1~b!# a b-averaged potential in
this AC is not very meaningful asb is not a relevant coor-
dinate. The out-of-plane angular coordinate in then AC is no
longerb but the angled @see Fig. 1~b!#, which is the rotation
angle of the triatomic plan with respect to the translatio
coordinate,Rn , in this AC. To perform the calculation of th
S-matrix element employing Eq.~4! one usually does the
integration using thel coordinates. So we have two poss
bilities: ~1! Since thel part of the integrand is not depende
on b, we can ignore the integration overb. This is possible,
if and only if, d is chosen to be zero~b50 is compatible
with d50!, which means that the atom and the triato
molecule—all four of them—are forced to move on a plan
~2! In case we do not impose this constraint the depende
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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on d must be maintained, and therefore the integration oveb
has to be explicitly performed. Doing it this way makes t
S-matrix element calculations much more time consumi
In what follows the calculation without integrating overb
will be termed the 4MD~coupled-states! calculation and
with the integration overb will be termed the 4.5MD
~coupled-states! calculation. We shall present results doing
both ways.

Once theg2-dependentS-matrix elements are derive
several types of reactive probabilities will be calculated. It
important to mention that all our results are for the ca
where both the OH and the H2 molecules are in their ground
states andJ50. So the initial states are usually not me
tioned. All S-matrix elements and the resulting probabiliti
were calculated as a function of~initial! translational energy
Etr

~a! g2-dependent total probabilities:

P~g2!5 (
n j̄ n8

(
VK52K

K

uS~n j̄ n8VKKug2!u2. ~9!

~b! Final vibrational distributions:

P~n j̄ n8!

5(
K

(
VK52K

K E
21

11

u S~n j̄ n8VKKug2!u2d~cosg2!. ~10!

~c! Final rotational distributions:

P~K !5 (
n j̄ n8

(
VK52K

K E
21

11

uS~n j̄ n8VKKug2!u2d~cosg2!.

~11!

~d! Energy-dependent total reactive probabilities:

P~Etr!

5 (
n j̄ n8K

(
VK52K

K E
21

11

uS~n j̄ n8VKKug2uEtr!u2d~cosg2!.

~12!

III. NUMERICAL COMMENTS

To carry out the numerical part, the translational axisRl

in the range from 0.7 to 4.8 Å is divided into 60 grid poin
~sectors!. Attached to each grid point are a translationalL2

function ~a Gaussian! and a set of adiabatic~doubly! vib-
rotational basis functions inr 1 , r 2 , and g1 . The adiabatic
basis sets were determined by a two-step process: in the
is determined an adiabatic basis set for each of the th
internal coordinates~the other two internal coordinates we
assumed to have their equilibrium value! and in the second
using these basis functions, a global~local! basis set is
formed. The sizes of these basis sets varies from secto
sector and are controlled by a given energy valueEcut,
which was set to 3.0 eV. In the quasiasymptotic region
much smaller basis set is required and thereforeEcut is as-
sumed to be equal to the total energy. This procedure le
o. 9, 1 September 1997
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3524 Henrik, Baer, and Nakamura: H21OH→H2O1H reaction
about 2000~complex! equations that have to be solved f
each value ofg2 . The solutions of these equations we
carried out employing theLU decomposition method.

To form absorbing boundary conditions the Neuhaus
Baer linear ramp NIPs were used, one to decouple theRl

asymptotic region and one alongr 1 to decouple the reactive
AC. No NIP was assumed alongr 2 as this bond is assume
to be nonreactive. The parameters for the NIPs are:Dr 1

51.0 Å, DRl51.0 Å, UIr 50.4 eV, and UIR50.3 eV.
Other parameters are the range ofr 1 , i.e. ~0.4–3.0! Å and
the range ofr 2 , i.e. ~0.6–1.4! Å.

IV. RESULTS

As was mentioned earlier, two kinds of calculatio
were done, namely, the 4MD and the 4.5MD calculatio
Most of the results are of the 4MD type and only a few of t
4.5 type mainly, in order to check the accuracy of t
4MD probabilities. In addition, we presentg2-dependent
total probabilities products rotational and vibration
~g2-integrated! distributions and finally, the totalJ50 prob-
abilities as a function of energy. In what follows the indexl
is removed from the various magnitudes.

In Fig. 2 are presented 4MDg2-dependent total prob
abilities as calculated for several energies. The following
to be noticed:~a! Theg2 reactive range is in general limite
to ~0, 120°!. However, it decreases in the two limits, name
when the energy becomes very low or relatively high. In
first case the active range shrinks to a smaller and sm
interval located around the angleg2575°, which together
with a ~collinear! approaching H2 molecule form the transi-
tion state. At the other limiting case it is seen that the act
g2 range is moving toward the lowg2 range, thus making
the OH molecule, together with the approaching H2 mol-
ecule, more and more collinear. This tendency will later h
us to understand the various final probability distributions

FIG. 2. (cosg2)-dependent total reactive probabilities as calculated for
ferent translational energies.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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In Figs. 3 and 4 are compared 4MD and 4.5MD fin
rotational and vibrational distributions as calculated
Etr50.3 eV. It is noticed that the two distributions are ve
similar. Since the 4MD calculations are carried out assum
the four ~product! atoms move on a plane (d50), the fact
that these results are similar to the 4.5MD results implies t
within the present numerical framework, this is a good
sumption. Due to this finding all the other results shown h
follow from a 4MD treatment.

In Fig. 5 are presented the final rotational distributions
the H2O molecule as calculated for a series of energies. I
noticed that for low energies the distributions are quite flat

-
FIG. 3. Final rotational distributions as calculated forEtr50.3 eV. A com-
parison between 4MD and 4.5MD results.

FIG. 4. Final vibrational distributions as calculated forEtr50.3 eV. A com-
parison between 4MD and 4.5MD results.
o. 9, 1 September 1997
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3525Henrik, Baer, and Nakamura: H21OH→H2O1H reaction
that even high rotational states are significantly popula
but as the energy increases there is a tendency to ma
populate the lower states.

In Fig. 6 are presented the final vibrational distribution
again, as calculated for the various energies. Here a diffe
tendency is noticed; at low energies most of the water m
ecules are formed in their ground vibrational state and o
very few got excited, but as the energy increases more
more high vibrational states become populated. At the hi
est energy, namely, atEtr50.5 eV, even vibrationalinver-
sion is observed. We present more about these probabil

FIG. 6. 4MD final vibrational distributions as calculated for different tran
lational energies.~a! Etr50.2 eV; ~b! Etr50.3 eV; ~c! Etr50.4 eV; ~d!
Etr50.5 eV.

FIG. 5. 4MD final rotational distributions as calculated for different tran
lational energies.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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and the total reactive probability as a function of energy~Fig.
7!. The interplay among the various energy-dependent vib
tional probabilities is well noticed.

In Fig. 8 are presented final vibrational distributions
calculated forK50 and Etr50.4 eV. Two types of results
are shown, namely, our 4MD and 6MD results.1~c! The two
types of results were normalized with respect to the to
reactive probability as calculated atK50. The fit is reason-
able, in particular for such detailed magnitudes, but
quantitative.

Finally, in Fig. 9 are shown the total reactive energ
dependent probabilities which are compared to 5MD15 and
6MD1~a! probabilities. It is important to emphasize that th
5MD and 6MD results were obtained in nonreactive calcu

-
FIG. 7. Energy-dependent reactive vibrational probabilities.

FIG. 8. Final vibrational distribution as calculated forK50 and
Etr50.4 eV. A comparison between 4MD and 6MD results is presented.
two types of results are normalized with respect to the total reactiveK50
probability: --- present 4MD results, — 6MD results@Ref. 1~c!#.
o. 9, 1 September 1997
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3526 Henrik, Baer, and Nakamura: H21OH→H2O1H reaction
tions in which the reactive ACs are ignored whereas
results follow from a reactive calculations in which both t
reagents and the products ACs were included in the calc
tion.

V. DISCUSSION

The most interesting outcome of this study is the ene
dependence of the final rotational and vibrational distrib
tions. The nice feature of the present frozen-OH-angle-mo
is that this dependence can be reliably explained. In Fig
are presented theg2-dependent reactive probabilities and
it was already discussed earlier the reaction can take plac
low energy, only when the OH angle is in the vicinity of 75
Under this condition the product molecule is not likely to
vibrationaly excited because upon approaching along
minimum energy path the newly produced molecule is m
or less in its right shape. However, being in thisnonlinear
configuration exposes the bound hydrogen to the appro
ing H2, thus enabling a direct contact between the two t
will, eventually, lead to the formation of a highly rotation
excited molecule.

As the energy increases the exchange process is m
likely to happen~see Fig. 2! for smaller and smallerg2 val-
ues. In this case the bound hydrogen which is now far fr
its equilibrium position, will have to move~once the third
hydrogen left the interaction region! to its equilibrium posi-
tion. This motion which is caused by forces derived from t
potential of the water molecule is expected, due to conse
tion of momentum, to end up in a high vibrational state.
the other hand, for smallg2 values the oxygen conceals th
bound hydrogen from the approaching H2 molecule, thus
preventing a direct contact between the two that could, ev
tually, lead to a rotationally excited molecule.

FIG. 9. Energy-dependent total reactive probabilities. The 4DR are
present results from a reactive calculation; the 5DNR results are fro
nonreactive calculation~see Ref. 15! and the 6D NR results are from
nonreactive calculation@see Ref. 1~a!#.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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So far, we have analyzed the present results and
question is if this picture is relevant in caseg2 is not held
fixed but is treated as an ordinary coordinate. The recent~so
far, single! 6MD state-to-state calculations1~c! do not support
our high energy findings regarding the rotational distrib
tions. There the product molecule is always formed w
relatively high rotational excited states and the extent of
excitation is only, if at all, weakly dependent on the energ
Personally we doubt this behavior, but at this stage we c
not say more than that.

No comparisons can be made regarding the total vib
tional distributions as the 6MD~or 5MD! ones are not avail-
able to us. However, a comparison was made for theK50
~normalized! vibrational distributions atEtr50.4 eV~see Fig.
8!. It is noticed that the 6MD treatment yields somewh
more molecules in excited bending modes for the three lo
est states but then the two calculations yield similar res
for the next two bending states. Also, the lowest exci
symmetric and asymmetric modes are seen to be popul
to the same extent. Somewhat larger differences in the po
lations are observed for the higher states, in particularly
the ~011! and the~050! states.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we describe a 4MD QM state-to-state re
tive numerical treatment for the title system. The calculatio
were carried out forJ50. The H21OH reaction forJ50
was treated several times in the past, applying 5MD a
6MD approaches, but mainly by considering the nonreac
AC ~to obtain state-to-state reactive probabilities one ha
consider at least two ACs!. Although, on one hand, being
more involved calculation and although, on the other ha
being only a 4MD treatment our final stateselectedprob-
abilities fit these 5MD and 6MD results very nicely. So f
there exists only one 6MD~but no 5MD! state-to-state cal-
culation for this system. We found that ourrotational distri-
butions are in qualitative agreement with these calculati
for the low energies but then deviate significantly as the
ergy increases. The main difference is that the 6MD dis
butions are only slightly dependent on the energy wher
ours become less and less excited as the energy incre
The analysis of the 4MD results leads us to believe that
treatment and not the 6MD treatment yields, at the hig
energy region, the relevant distributions. Thus, only an ad
tional numerical effort will help in sorting out the right an
swer. We also presented final~total! vibrational distributions
but as far as we can tell such distributions are not availa
either from 5MD or from 6MD calculations. Still a compar
son was made for the~normalized! K50 vibrational distri-
bution and at least, qualitatively, the two kinds of results
similar.
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